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PREFACE
Before I sat down to write this, GOD, who has taught me
from my early childhood, explained to me in a vision the relations between the environmental problems. I saw a pilot
flying a plane on a high-altitude flight and not being able to
find the lever for the oxygen supply ..., and I saw the earth in
comparison as an ultra-modern grandiose spaceship flying
through the universe. Dark figures, disloyal and ignorant
people flew it by false operation of the controls and manipulation heading towards a catastrophe ... HE called my
attention to the various different terrible effects of, for
instance, the experiments with the atomic bomb and of
many more other things.
This letter of simple though bribing logic requires no academic knowledge, but merely simple common sense. We
will show here in the briefest manner the o n l y c h a n c e
of how mankind with his environment might be rescued
from the seemingly certain catastrophe, no matter of what
kind, which is born through carelessness, through lies and
deception, through pride and lust of power, through ...
through so much evil.
The author
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THE AEROPLANE
To the pilot it is a matter of course that he can only demand
of his aeroplane what it was fitted for by the builder or inventor. He also knows that he must operate it strictly according
to the directions of the design engineer. Therefore of
course every inventor or builder publishes along with his
creation an instruction booklet. And the more complex and
enormous the invention is the more important are the
directions for use and their consistent compliance. For
even the s m a l l e s t l e v e r can decide on life and death.
What is the use to the ignorant of indeed bringing the aeroplane to a certain height without professional knowledge,
yes even being able to fly so high that he would need to
switch on the oxygen supply, but, o fright, does not find
t h e s m a l l l e v e r ? – He will suffocate and make a fatal
crash although he miraculously managed to fly – A catastrophe!

SO PLEASE, ONLY WITH THE
DIRECTIONS FOR USE
OPERATE THE FLYING-MACHINE!
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THE SPACESHIP
GOD created besides many other things heaven and earth
with the cosmos extending beyond the reach of the human
eye and all visible and invisible things. Among all these
countless forces and powers of creation is one tiny yet miraculous speck of dust: P L A N E T E A R T H ! For us
people, however, this speck of dust is a huge spacecraft,
or if you will: spaceship planet earth. This spaceship flying through the cosmos is of such a complex and massive
build with thousands of known and unknown levers, which
are of absolutely vital importance for the existence (every
kind of tree, species of animals, every existing mineral, etc.
is an indispensable lever), that the Creator, the builder of
the spaceship, sent along directions for use as complex as
they are tremendous. The lives of us all depend on the
compliance with these directions for use!

SO PLEASE, ONLY WITH THE
DIRECTIONS FOR USE
OPERATE THE SPACESHIP!
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A small example from the

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
OF THE
DIVINE CREATOR!
«Man shall be king of
the earth with all that
lives and stirs on it and is.
He must reign in wisdom
and with love, because all
this is MINE, and I entrust
it to every son of man that
he may share my divine
creative power.»

«The earth is a living
thing created by ME, a
whole animated by ME.
She does not possess the
soul like man does, who
through my BREATH
was given a soul of his
own and through that became my image, but she
is alive. Quite particularly
everything that is seedbearing and multiplies so,
no matter in what way, be
it animal or plant. Therefore she needs quite different maintenance and
care from a mechanical or
an electronic machine, an
aeroplane or spaceship.
She also needs not just
legal and political desti-

*
Unfortunately there is a faulty
translation of the Bible having
serious consequences in Gen.
1,28 (as also in many other
places), because it is written:
„... replenish the earth, subdue
it and have dominion over ...“
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nations. No, she needs
continuing and ever-renewed life. Moreover, it is
very important that everything should be equally
present in microcosm as
well as macrocosm as I
have put it into. For each
thing, and even if it is only
stone, I have given a
function in order to maintain the harmony as a
whole.»

bees and insects, he
needs the twittering of the
birds and he needs the
inartificial fragrance proceeding from flora and
fauna. He needs that and
much more unknown to
man as I as his Creator
have devised and created
it!»

*

So far the small extract from the
„DIVINE DIRECTIONS FOR
USE“ of the Creator.

* * *

«Particularly the tree I
have destined to renew
the breathing air of man.
Even the tree is animate
and as a result possesses
a feeling, if somewhat
weaker than the animal. In
order to be able to live
healthily, he therefore
needs not only the elements, but also above all
animate life of his kind
about him. In this way he
needs the buzzing of the

Many more relations hidden
from and completely unknown
to man could be shown.
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HOWEVER,
The Church has allowed these living and animating directions for use to wither to a dry law and letters.

HAIR-RAISING EXPERIMENTS
The pilots (politicians, government and even the churchleaders, etc.) of the spaceship planet earth blamably disregard the directions for use, yes a majority of these very
persons turn them into ridicule and still others only slightly
know them or not at all. Still others start hair-raising experiments unknowing of the sensitivity with which the spaceship flying freely in the universe will react to that. And
almost everybody ventures to tamper with it without knowledge. Air is getting scarce. – A catastrophe is looming! And
still all believe that they know where
THE LEVER FOR THE OXYGEN SUPPLY
is and how to operate it, but are feverishly looking for it in
the totally wrong place. They believe with fewer cars, with
speed limitations for motor vehicles, with reduction of industrial waste gases, with the preservation of the forests
and other things they can come to grips with the problem.
However, he who only knows about these and similar facts
definitely knows too little. As a pilot or an executive worker
he would be a 100 per cent danger to all inhabitants of the
earth. Because he would unavoidably be shipwrecked.
Shipwreck with the spaceship planet earth ... How can the
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passengers possibly remain silent in these circumstances!?
The spaceship is now already responding almost

LIKE A SCRAP HEAP!
For endless years man has no longer been maintenancing the spaceship EARTH, but has been exploiting it
merely for his enrichment and wasting huge areas and
elements. The flora has been destroyed and as a result
also the world of insects dependent on it. Consequently the
birds in their turn lack the protein as a necessary food
source and they become extinct. Through this dwindling
of species still many other creatures die. – It is a terrible
snowball, an interlocking dying off of the entire vegetable
and animal world, which according to the Creator we must
cherish, tend and keep.
Still, action might be taken in the very nick of time, namely
by those who exactly know the directions for use of the
builder and Creator and consistently conform to them or
those who by HlMself were trained for it, called and authorized to do so.

SIN, KILLER OF LIFE!
Add to this that owing to the human rebellion against GOD’s
directions for use (read sin) nature, which, as we know, is
animate, rises in accordance with her nature against this
sinning or quite simply dies off. Her animate being cannot
8

exist in the midst of such horrible piling up of sin. Or let us
say it more concretely: She gives out be- cause she is not
being maintenanced as intended by the Creator!
However, the self-aggrandizement or the ignorance of the
responsible goes on and so the breaking-up of the spaceship is frivolously continued. Let us take the example of
experiments with the atom bomb.
People do seem to be informed of there being no danger –
at the moment! – of radioactive radiation with nuclear tests.
But no one informs them that the tremendous shocks
caused by that produce catastrophic effects. – GOD
showed me that the earth’s so-called continental shelves
have so much shifted by shocks caused by man that further
shocks will lead to increasingly catastrophic earthquakes
and sooner or later entire cities and countries will not only
be torn up but also be sunk. A further danger is also that
with every shock the planet is more and more thrown out of
balance, as if they adjusted the stabilisers of a spaceship
wrong. That means: The planet is going into a spin through
the universe and will sooner or later capsize! The consequences are incalculable!

MARCHING PAST A FOREIGN FLAG
The opponent of GOD is undertaking everything, for very
certain reasons, to destroy EUROPE religiously, morally,
culturally and financially. For how much are the European
countries obviously financially bleeded, and the leading
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politicians feel even flattered about that and consider
themselves heroes and patrons when they are allowed to
throw the money – our money – in the mouth of some
sponger or other. Obsequiously they go to the dictator
„Brussels“ in order to sell the personal pride and the patriotic sense of honour for a mess of pottage or thirty cursed
pieces of silver: marching past a foreign flag!

HERD ANIMALS
Man has become a herd animal because he no longer
bears the light of GOD in himself, but the stamp of an
unknowing, blind, deaf, and dumb herd animal. In order to
keep this herd animal further in its place and give the
appearance of action, the Church as well as the governments are carrying on one public dialogue after the other to
thus kindle the so-called effective, yet deceiving

PAPERFIRE
From this paperfire nothing lasting can emerge. Yet with
every flaming up of the burning paper the crowd ever and
again cries out: „WE DO HAVE FIRE AGAIN!“ In this way
things are pushed further and further with this ignorant
mankind, no longer shone upon by the creative Spirit. –
Poor, deserted deceived mankind!
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THE SALVATION
GOD let me know HIS willingness as the CREATOR to
helpfully intervene. That is to say on the part of the people
a complete about-face towards HIM and HIS main commandment should take place as we know it e.g. of Nineveh!
The Church in fact ought to call on the people for this, for
she was entrusted with the „DIVINE DIRECTIONS FOR
USE“.
The earth, in common with the whole creation, has been
created by GOD. Consequently she can only be explored,
led and operated with His benevolent help. The LORD
GOD, however, gives it only to those who are His and
especially those who have preserved towards HIM a wondering childlike heart. To the children HE ever so much
loves to explain all that HE has created and also what can
be created out of that for the benefit of man.

GOD REVEALS
HIMSELF TO THE LITTLE ONES
Oh yes, truly, truly, if only the scientists would with respect
make researches into the things created by GOD in order to
make it known to the people! Then GOD would willingly reveal Himself to such researchers and scientists or just as
was said: send them His „DIVINE DIRECTIONS FOR
USE“. But from the haughty as well as the arrogant, the
puffed up, the self-seeking man GOD secludes Himself.
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With loving readiness, however, He reveals Himself to
those who love Him like children. Therefore the words of
JESUS: „l praise You, FATHER, LORD of Heaven and
earth and all created things, that You have hidden these
things from the wise and prudent, but have revealed them
to the little ones! Yes, FATHER! For so it pleased You!“
Matthew 11, 25-26

The others have their successes too, certainly, but for the
most part GOD’s blessing lies not on them, and so sooner
or later ill success will follow.

THOSE GREAT IN THEIR HEARTS
It will always be like that. GOD does not take those who are
great in their minds as His tools, but those who are great in
their hearts! Those who like children honour GOD selflessly
and love HIM with all their hearts, more than anything else!
If the world does not soon choose such people as its leaders, she will be heading for terrible times. Highly educated,
proud people cannot persuade GOD to intervene, but souls
that love GOD above all can!

TO ERR IS HUMAN
What hinders you then so much, you scientists and leaders,
from asking HIM? Are you not able any more or are you
afraid you will have to recognize how much you have
strayed from what JESUS has taught and wanted? – But
why so? To err is human and will always be forgiven as
soon as man confesses it and makes amends as far as possible! But if he does not want to confess out of pride or obsti12

nacy, it is a sin against the HOLY SPIRIT! This sin will not
be forgiven as long he persists in it, no matter what or who
someone is or what office and dignity he holds.

THE FREE WILL OF MAN
GOD wants to prevent war, catastrophes and all the
earth’s grief. For that reason he keeps calling tools as His
mouthpieces, who must warn mankind. Yet the opponent
smuggles in as a countermove lots of seeming false tools
so that the true messengers of GOD are no longer believed,
rather are they treated all alike.
And so man does not listen to the callings of the Creator
and disregards His holy guidelines. Thus man – man all
alone – is to blame for the divine judgements, for all the
negative things such as war and catastrophes. Then why is
GOD expected to prevent these evils? GOD did give man
His saving guidelines (directions for use) as well as the
free will!

* * *
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AFTERWORD
Dear reader, in this letter „DIVINE DIRECTIONS FOR
USE“ I have shown of my knowledge, with which GOD
has equipped me, only a tiny little speck of dust. – And here
too, this „speck of dust“ will remain a sealed book to the
curious as well as the one puffed up with knowledge. But
those who with a childlike heart are seeking after truth with
GOD, to them GOD will reveal Himself and, as far as HE
wants, make known the hidden secrets of creation.
Once GOD spoke to me: „Be you my Sword-Bishop! You
have been placed in order to uncover the secret machinations of Satan, to teach the ignorant and to renew the
Church in the HOLY SPIRIT!“
The roman catholic Church was once my beloved mother.
And yet through too many things incompatible with GOD
this Church has become the spawn of dark machinations,
or as GOD Himself says: „A whore and an adulteress you
have become! My holy Covenant you have broken!“ (abstract from „In the Name of GOD TRINITY!“) And JESUS told me
as I walked down the steps of Saint Peter’s with a heart
distressed at such decay of the Church: „Nicholas, take my
Church with you!“ HE also let me know: „ W i t h c h i l dren, cripples, old people, and sinners I
will rebuild my Church!“
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So not with the learned men, who refer to their studies and human
knowledge, instead of to the professor of professors, the HOLY
SPIRIT! HE alone is the Omniscient, for HE is GOD!

Know all of you that I do not in the least entertain any desire
for office and title regardless of their qualities. If GOD has
no other intentions, I would like to continue to be only an
„episcopus vagabundus“ at the service of GOD as His
Sword-Bishop of JESUS CHRIST!
What may become of this letter is no longer my decision,
but the decision of each individual reader.
Now may GOD give every reader of these lines the richest
grace of insight! For that I ask and to this end bless all in
the power of GOD. Amen!
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